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PAQ Competency Framework & Assessment  
 

Competency Framework Overview 

The PAQ (Practitioner in Agile Quality) Competency Framework is based on the underlying 

knowledge, skills and behaviours that candidates need to demonstrate during both the 

PAQ course and practical assessment. 

Whilst these competencies and the framework look similar to learning outcomes and 

objectives found in many training courses, the critical difference is that the competencies are 

expressed in a manner that focuses on what a candidate ‘can do’ in terms of practical 

application of knowledge, skills and behaviours.  

PAQ assumes a level of pre-requisite knowledge in aspects of Agile development practices, 

software testing and software quality management. As such, certain pre-requisites are 

strongly recommended and are listed further below. 

The emphasis on practical application in the assessment method allows PAQ to express 

outcomes proven by candidates in terms of ‘hands-on’ competencies, evaluated against a 

product backlog release. The course focuses on the practical skills that are required by 

candidates to complete this release together with the soft skills that are a necessary and 

important part of working in an Agile way.   

Competency Framework structure  

The framework has been structured as follows: 

Competency Area – 6 areas that are aligned to key practical attributes of the Agile 

Manifesto and 12 Principles.  

Competency Outcome – A statement for the Competency Area that defines what an Agile 

Practitioner is capable of achieving/demonstrating by meeting the competency requirements 

for that area. The areas and outcomes are listed below: 

 

Competency Area Competency Outcome 

Agile Mindset Put into practice all the soft skills appropriate to the Agile mindset 
aligned to the agile manifesto and principles 

Faster Delivery Optimise delivery through implementing efficiencies and effective 
practices, maximising the work not done 

Build Quality In Implement the team activities to ensure the product quality objectives for 
each persona are met from inception throughout the product lifecycle 

Engineering Principles Build the right product, right first time, maximising business value using 
repeatable, auditable and adaptable processes, whilst minimising 
technical debt 
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Continuous Testing Support the integration of code by iterating through plan, build, test 
multiple times per day, in order to complete committed items aligned to 
acceptance criteria and the iteration definition of done 

Scalability Identify additional risks and changes required to effectively scale 
processes based on team size and/or distribution. 

 

Expected Competency requirements – a statement that can be prefixed by ‘can’ or ‘is able 

to’, expressing the specific skill and/or behaviour, that is being demonstrated either during 

the course or in the practical assessment. The underpinning knowledge is assumed from the 

prerequisites listed for the course which is augmented during the training. 

The full list of the competencies is listed further below in this document. 

Competency Assessment - practical application of Agile principles 

PAQ candidates are assessed with a practical assessment taken under controlled exam 

conditions. This may be taken either directly at the end of the course, or separately 

scheduled. Successful candidates who pass are awarded the PAQ certificate. Any candidate 

failing will have an opportunity to schedule a re-sit with their training provider. This ‘hands-

on’ practical assessment is in the form of a product backlog release which includes user 

stories, associated design documentation plus a ‘multi-drop’ application seeded with defects. 

Candidates will be given instructions as to what is expected of them during the practical 

assessment and the opportunity to create the work products required.  

Each practical assessment will contain 2 additional scenario-based questions requiring 

written answers that cover a selection of competencies. These written answers will be 

marked along with the answers to the product backlog release by an independent assessor. 

Soft Skills exhibited during the course 

During the course, candidates will be evaluated against the soft skills and behaviours listed 

under the ‘Agile Mindset’ Competency Area. The PAQ course contains various exercises 

that will enable candidates to exhibit these characteristics. Qualified trainers will be able to 

observe these and provide any feedback to encourage candidates to improve their soft skills. 

As such, the course is designed to engage with candidates with a view to help them exhibit 

the Agile Mindset competencies as opposed to a static observation of the skills and 

behaviours exhibited. 

The soft skills evaluation is NOT part of the PAQ exam and as such is not assessed as a 

pass or fail. However, individual evaluation by the trainer will be provided to each candidate 

at the end of the course. 
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PAQ Recommended Prerequisites 

This is a practitioner’s course.  Candidates are expected to have met one of the agile 

knowledge pre-requisites which can be demonstrated by holding certifications such as iSQI® 

Certified Agile Essentials (CAE), iSQI® Certified Scrum Master Pro, ISTQB® Foundation 

Level Agile Tester OR have 2 years professional experience working in Agile.  

Due to the practical experiential learning approach to this course, there is assumed 

knowledge which, if not met, will make it difficult for candidates to complete the course and 

assessments within the timeboxed course. 

Candidates are expected to be able to already apply basic practices and techniques, such 

as: 

 Knowledge of Test Design – EP / BVA / State Transition / Decision tables / 

Exploratory 

 Basic test terminology 

 Understand the difference between functional and non-functional testing including the 

basic concepts of Performance and Usability testing 

 Perform all the activities associated with the fundamental test process 
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Competencies 
  

Area Competency Outcome  Expected Competency Requirements 

Agile Mindset Put into practice all the soft skills 
appropriate to the agile mindset 
aligned to the agile manifesto and 
principles 

Take on challenging activities even without the exact knowledge or skills in order to support the 
team 

  
Apply soft skills to successfully deliver completed products 

  
Demonstrate trust in other team members and willingness to share and mentor others that may not 
have the required knowledge, skills or behaviours 

  
Demonstrate acceptance of collective responsibility for the success of the team and all decisions 
taken by it  

  
Communicate in a clear, constructive way and in a manner appropriate to the audience written: 
- Session sheets (Charters, Test Ideas, Issues) and Defects 

  
Communicate in a clear, constructive way and in a manner appropriate to the audience verbally 

  
Demonstrate the skills required to support an agile mindset 
- No barriers between roles 
- Greater visibility 
- Self management 
- Team player 
- Continuous Learning 
- Stepping outside your comfort zone to support the team priorities 

  
Participate in collaborative activities 
- just enough documentation based on the situation 
- just in time documentation based on the situation 

  
Be prepared to experiment, without losing focus on the iteration goal 
- working in a safe to fail environment 
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Faster Delivery Optimise delivery through 
implementing efficiencies and 
effective practices, maximising 
the work not done 

Plan work and actively contribute to the product delivery, using calculated velocity 
- Fixed release date 
- Fixed release scope 

  
Plan work and actively contribute to the iteration goals 

  
Identify and respond to obstacles impacting testing progress 
- Stand-up meeting 
- Task board 

  
Facilitate guaranteed acceptance 

  
Maximise collaboration to provide fast feedback loops 

  
Set yourself up to succeed, avoiding delay in starting delivery 

  
Adjust your testing based on the impacts of continuous integration 

  
Undertake regression based on a given Test Strategy 

  
Justify the necessity and scope of test automation as an enabler to increase the throughput of 
testing 

  
Identify corrective activities to reduce the current debt either technical or testing for a product 

   

Build Quality In Implement the team activities to 
ensure the product quality 
objectives for each persona are 
met from inception throughout the 
product lifecycle 

Use pairing techniques to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of agile team members, 
improving the overall quality of the delivered product. 

  
Factor in the Cost of Quality model when deciding on the test coverage 

  
Consider all quadrants when deciding on the quality perspectives for a given scenario 

  
Identify the testing activities appropriate to the product, including its business value 
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Review and assess the quality of team assets and provide feedback on their deficiencies 
- Themes 
- Features 
- Epics 
- User stories 
- Acceptance Criteria 
- Definition of Ready 
- Definition of Done 
- Tests 
- Automation scripts 
- Defects 

  
Use real-time information design a Test Strategy that solves your situational problems and risks 

  
Identify a suitable set of test completion criteria for a given set of product attributes and constraints 

  
Analyse visual radiators in order to identify anomalies and take corrective action to mitigate these 
- release burndown charts 
- iteration burndown charts  
- task boards 

  
Decide based on the acceptance criteria for a user story when it can be marked as “done” 

  
Elaborate the benefits of using a Test Driven Design (TDD) approach to support building quality in 

  
Appropriately raise and manage defects according to the agile process selected by your team 

  
Perform all testing activities associated with the Agile Test Process 
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Engineering 
Principles 

Build the right product, right first 
time, maximising Business value 
using repeatable, auditable and 
adaptable processes, whilst 
minimising technical debt 

Adapt the testing approach depending on the agile methods / methodologies / frameworks in place 
- Scrum 
- XP 
- Lean 
- Kanban 

  
Reorganise the agile process based on typical constraints 

  
Model the agile process based on a set of sub processes 
- development 
- test 
- self management 
- elaboration 

  
Estimate using techniques, the testing effort in story points at release and iteration levels of 
planning  
- rule of thumb 
- poker planning 

  
Use progress data to establish a burndown chart to reflect current status based on expected team 
velocity 
- release 
- iteration 

  
Determine test completion criteria for the user story 
- test coverage 

  
Determine appropriate testing techniques for a user story within known constraints: 
- non functional 
- systematic 
- exploratory 

  
 Identify how to improve the testing process given information gathered in an iteration 
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Use models as a test oracle 

  
Determine what corrective activities can be put in place to  improve processes to ensure that new 
debt (either technical or testing) does not build 

   

Continuous 
Testing 

Support the integration of code by 
iterating through plan, build, test 
multiple times per day, in order to 
complete committed items 
aligned to acceptance criteria and 
the iteration definition of done 

Distinguish the qualities required for leadership, coaching and mentoring of whole team 
responsibilities 

  
Visualise and action continuous testing via a task board  

  
Decompose a Product backlog item into its subtasks to provide initial relative estimate 

  
Consider knowledge learnt daily and re-estimate effort appropriately 

  
Self manage effort based on competing resources 

  
Contribute to Iteration planning, considering constraints, for testing activities 

  
Vary testing activities related to version management 

  
Decide on how much regression testing is necessary based on all impacting factors at any 
particular time 

  
Identify the scope for test automation for a user story 

  
Apply testing techniques on Usability quality attributes for a User Story within known constraints 

  
Apply testing techniques on Performance quality attributes for a User Story within known 
constraints 

  
For a user story with known constraints, can apply appropriate testing techniques: 
- non functional 
- systematic 
- exploratory 
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Optimise the testing process based on information gathered within an iteration 

   

Scalability Identify additional risks and 
changes required to effectively 
scale processes based on team 
size and/or distribution. 

Recognise the issues related to distributed (non co- located) Agile teams 

  
Assess the risks involved when you scale Agile to deliver large projects and what you can do to 
mitigate them 

 

  




